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This teachers’ resource pack on weather and climate is designed 
primarily for A-level geography and science courses, although it may 
be useful for both final year GCSE and first year undergraduate 
options as well. 
 
The resource consists of 12 lessons, 8 dealing with the weather and 
4 with climate. Each lesson consists of information sheets for both 
students and teachers, a series of questions for students to attempt 
in class, and a set of notes and question answers for teachers. 
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Information Sheet

1.1. The “cause“ of weather

Weather is caused by the movement or transfer of energy. Energy is
transferred wherever there is a temperature difference between two
objects. There are three main ways energy can be transferred:
radiation, conduction and convection.

1.2. Electromagnetic radiation

All bodies emit energy in the form of electromagnetic radiation. Light
is a form of electromagnetic radiation. So is infrared heat and
ultraviolet radiation. Different types of radiation are shown in Figure
1.1. The type of radiation emitted by a body depends upon its
temperature. Hotter objects release more energetic radiation. The
Sun, for example, emits light wave and ultraviolet energy. The Earth,
being much cooler, emits radiation in the infrared part of the
spectrum. Living things, including us, also emit radiation in the
infrared part of the spectrum. This energy is known as heat energy.

Figure 1.1. Electromagnetic radiation
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1.3. Transfer of radiation: absorption

The transfer of radiation may be accomplished by direct absorption
by the cooler object of energy emitted by the warmer one. Food
placed under a grill absorbs energy radiated from the heating
elements. Similarly, the Earth absorbs energy emitted from the Sun.
How much the cooler object heats up depends upon the nature of
that object. Certain materials like rock require much less energy to
raise their temperature than others, such as water. That is to say,
water has a larger heat capacity than rock (about 5 times larger).

1.4. Transfer of radiation: reflection and scattering

Transfer of radiation can occur in other ways besides absorption.
Certain material bodies, for example glass or pure air, are
transparent to visible radiation (light), allowing the energy to pass
straight through without absorption. This is not the case for infrared
radiation, which is trapped (absorbed) by glass and certain
greenhouse gases. Other material bodies neither absorb nor allow
through radiation, but reflect it back. Light surfaces such as snow
and ice are good reflectors of visible radiation. Dust in the
atmosphere scatters radiation. The blue of the sky is due to the
scattering of the blue part of visible light from the Sun by air
molecules, the reds and yellows of sunset are due to scattering by
dust particles.

1.5. Conduction

Transfer of energy can also be made by conduction, if two objects
are in contact. A heating element of a kettle heats its water by
conduction of energy. Metal is a good conductor, as is water. Air is a
poor conductor of energy and therefore acts as a good insulator, as,
for example, between the outer and inner skins of a cavity wall
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house, or between the human body and outside air by air spaces
between fibres of clothing.

1.6. Convection

Convection of energy involves the movement of the body storing the
energy. Clearly, convection can only occur in fluids - liquids and
gases. Both air and water act as convecting agents for the transfer
of energy. Because air is a poor conductor of energy, convection is
a major process of energy movement in the Earth’s atmosphere. In
the atmosphere, convection occurs when a shallow layer of air in
contact with a hot surface warms by conduction, acquires buoyancy
(warmer air is less dense than colder air), and rises, taking with it
the energy that it stores.

1.7. Movement of radiation in the atmosphere

In a weather context, energy radiated from the Sun is distributed at
the Earth by absorption, conduction, convection, reflection and
scattering. The Sun radiates energy at a rate which, for practical
purposes, is unchanging. Most of this radiation is visible light and
ultra - violet energy. At the outer limit of the Earth’s atmosphere, the
radiation received is 1370 watts per square metre. This is called the
solar constant. Passing through the atmosphere it is depleted in
various ways.

Air in an atmosphere free from clouds and pollution absorbs very
little solar radiation, which passes through to the Earth’s surface.
Here, some of the radiation is absorbed and some is reflected. The
absorbed part heats the surface, causing its temperature to rise. The
Earth’s surface also emits energy, but because it is much cooler
than the Sun, it does so in the infrared part of the spectrum. This is
heat energy. Often, the Sun’s energy is called short-wave radiation,
whilst radiation from the Earth’s surface is called long-wave
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radiation. The more energetic the radiation, the shorter its
wavelength. Thus hotter objects emit shorter wavelength radiation.

1.8. The greenhouse effect

Whilst the air allows short-wave light to pass through to the Earth’s
surface, certain gases in the atmosphere impede the passage of the
long - wave heat energy by absorbing it. Water vapour and carbon
dioxide are particularly effective at absorbing the long-wave heat
radiation. This warms the air, which in turn radiates some of the
energy back to the Earth’s surface and some to space. Thus, the
atmosphere, by trapping some of the outgoing radiation, keeps the
Earth’s surface warmer than it would otherwise be.

This warming effect is called the “greenhouse effect” (see Figure
1.2) because it is the same process as that which occurs in a
greenhouse on a sunny day. The glass is transparent to short-wave
radiation but absorbs the outgoing long-wave radiation, causing a
rise in temperature inside the greenhouse. Water vapour and carbon
dioxide are called “greenhouse gases”. Other greenhouse gases
include methane and CFCs from aerosol cans.

Figure 1.2. The greenhouse effect
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1.9. Convection in the atmosphere

Heat energy in the atmosphere is also transferred by convection as
described above, with the heating and ascension of surface air.
Such convection processes in a large part dominate the world
weather, including the production of rain and snow, thunderstorms,
hurricanes and frontal systems. How many of these weather
phenomena originate will be the topic of the following lessons in this
section.
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Questions

a) All bodies emit electromagnetic radiation across a spectrum of

wavelengths (λ) as shown in Figure 1.1 of the information sheet.

Using the information below calculate λmax (the wavelength of

maximum radiation) for the Sun and the Earth. In which part of the
electromagnetic spectrum do these wavelengths occur (see Figure
1.1 in the information sheet)?

λmax = 2897/T

where T = surface temperature (K); λmax in µm (microns)

TSun = 5800 K (6073°C)

TEarth = 288 k (15°C)

b) List three sources of electromagnetic radiation in the visible part
of the spectrum.

c) List three examples of energy transference by conduction.

d) Why is convection so important in the context of weather?

e) Without an atmosphere the average surface temperature of the

Earth would be 255K (-18°C). In fact it is 288K (15°C). How do

greenhouse gases in the atmosphere help to keep the Earth’s
atmosphere warmer than it would otherwise be?

f) What do you think the average surface temperature of the moon
would be?
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Notes for Teachers

After lesson 1, students should understand:

• what causes weather;

• how energy is transferred, i.e. by radiation, conduction and
convection;

• energy transference in the Earth’s atmosphere;

• the Earth’s greenhouse effect.

Answers to questions

a) λmax (Sun) = 0.5 µm (microns)

λmax (Earth) = 10 µm (microns)

Note that λmax is the wavelength that which most electromagnetic

radiation is emitted.

b) Three source of electromagnetic radiation in the visible part of the
spectrum are:

a fire;
an oven grill;
the Sun.

c) Three examples of conduction are:
Water heated in a kettle;
Cold hands warmed on a radiator;
Food cooked in a frying pan.

d) Convection is the transference of energy by movement of the
energy carrier. In a weather context, the carrier is air the
atmosphere. All the world’s weather is the result of convection
processes, to a greater or lesser degree brought about by
temperature differences at the Earth’s surface and in the lower part
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of the atmosphere. Convection generates clouds, rain, snow,
thunderstorms and hurricanes.

e) The greenhouse gases in the atmosphere absorb much of the
outgoing terrestrial radiation, re-emitting it back to the earth. With
more energy stored in the lower atmosphere the temperature of the
Earth’s surface rises.

f) The Moon, unlike the Earth, has no atmosphere, and therefore no
greenhouse gases to trap the infrared radiation emitted from the

surface. Therefore the average surface temperature will be -18°C or

255 K. [Of course, during the day the Moon’s surface is much hotter,
whilst at night it is much colder.]
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Information Sheet

2.1. Why measure the weather?

In everyday language weather means such qualities as wet or fine,
warm or cold. For most people, such descriptive terms are
adequate. However, many industries today require more quantitative
assessments of the weather, with the use of standardised terms
measured by suitably designed instruments. The science of the
study of weather is called meteorology; the meteorologist measures
temperature, rainfall, pressure, humidity, sunshine and cloudiness,
and makes predictions and forecasts about what the weather will do
in the future.

2.2. Temperature

The hotness or coldness of a substance is called its temperature
and is measured with a thermometer. The ordinary thermometer
consists of a hollow glass bulb attached to a narrow stem with a
thread-like bore. The bulb is filled with liquid, usually mercury, but
also alcohol when very low temperatures need to be measured,
which expands when the temperature rises and contracts when the
temperature falls. The amount of expansion and contraction is
measured by a calibrated scale.

Whilst thermometers are really measuring their own temperature,
they are usually needed to measure the temperature of the
surrounding air. To ensure that the temperature of the surrounding
air is the same as the thermometer, it must be shaded from sunlight
and be exposed to adequate ventilation. These conditions are
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provided by enclosing the thermometer within a wooden box with
louvred sides, called a Stevenson screen (see Figure 2.1).

Figure 2.1. The Stevenson Screen

Most temperature scales today are expressed in degrees Celsius

(°C), although one will sometime see Fahrenheit (°F) in use. The

Celsius scale is fixed by two points, the freezing and boiling point of

water, which at normal atmospheric pressure are 0°C and 100°C
respectively. The scale is then divided into 100 units. 0°C is

equivalent to 32°F and 100°C to 212°F. The Kelvin temperature

scale is the absolute temperature scale. Absolute zero, the coldest

temperature possible in the universe is 0K or -273°C. Because one

Kelvin is equivalent to one degree Celsius, 0°C is the same as

273K. 15°C is the same as 288K.

Special thermometers are used to indicate the maximum and
minimum temperatures reached over a period, usually one day. For
the amateur, a popular combined maximum and minimum
thermometer is the U-shaped thermometer (see Figure 2.2).
Thermometers are also used to measure the temperature of the
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ground at night, which may fall several degrees below that of the air
above.

Figure 2.2. The maximum-minimum thermometer

2.3. Pressure

Like all fluids, the air exerts a pressure on everything within and
around it, although we are not aware of it. Pressure is a force, or
weight, exerted on a surface per unit area, and is measured in
Pascals (Pa). The pressure exerted by a kilogram mass on a
surface equals 9.8 Pa. The pressure exerted by the whole
atmosphere on the Earth’s surface is approximately 100,000 Pa.
Usually, atmospheric pressure is quoted in millibars (mb). 1mb is
equal to 100  Pa, so standard atmospheric pressure is about
1000mb. In fact, actual values of atmospheric pressure vary from
place to place and from hour to hour. At sea level, commonly
observed values range between 970 mb and 1040 mb. Because
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pressure decreases with altitude, pressure observed at various
stations must be adjusted to the same level, usually sea level.

Atmospheric pressure is measured by a barometer. A mercury
barometer (see Figure 2.3) measures the pressure by noting the
length of mercury which is supported by the weight of the
atmosphere. One centimetre of mercury is equal to 13.33 mb, so
normal atmospheric pressure can support a column of mercury
about 75 cm (or 30 inches) high.

An aneroid barometer is a more compact instrument for measuring
pressure. It consists of a box of partially exhausted air which
expands and contracts as the pressure falls and rises. The box is
connected through a system of levers to a pointer which, in
conjunction with a dial, indicates the pressure.

Figure 2.3. The mercury barometer

2.4. Humidity

Some water in the form of invisible vapour is intermixed with the air
throughout the atmosphere. It is the condensation of this vapour
which gives rise to most weather phenomena: clouds, rain, snow,
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dew and fog. There is a limit to how much water vapour the air can
hold and this limit varies with temperature. When the air contains the
maximum amount of vapour possible for a particular temperature,
the air is said to be saturated. Warm air can hold more vapour than
cold air. In general the air is not saturated, containing only a fraction
of the possible water vapour.

The amount of vapour in the air can be measured in a number of
ways. The humidity of a packet of air is usually denoted by the mass
of vapour contained within it, or the pressure that the water vapour
exerts. The variation of absolute humidity (vapour content of
saturated air) with temperature is shown in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4. Variation of absolute humidity with temperature

Relative humidity is measured by comparing the actual mass of
vapour in the air to the mass of vapour in saturated air at the same

temperature. For example, air at 10°C contains 9.4 g/m3 of water

vapour when saturated. If air at this temperature contains only 4.7
g/m3 of water vapour, then the relative humidity is 50%.

When unsaturated air is cooled, relative humidity increases.
Eventually it reaches a temperature at which it is saturated. Further
cooling leads to condensation of the excess water vapour. The
temperature at which condensation sets in is called the dew point.
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The dew point, and other measures of humidity can be calculated
from readings taken by a hygrometer (see Figure 2.5). A hygrometer
has two thermometers, one dry bulb or standard air temperature
thermometer, and one wet bulb thermometer. The wet bulb
thermometer is an ordinary thermometer which has the bulb covered
with a muslin bag, kept moist via an absorbent wick dipped into
water. Evaporation of water from the muslin lowers the temperature
of the thermometer. The difference between wet and dry bulb
temperatures is used to calculate the various measures of humidity.

Figure 2.5. The hygrometer

2.5. Wind

The air is nearly always in motion, and this is felt as wind. Two
factors are necessary to specify wind, its speed and direction. The
direction of wind is expressed as the point of the compass from
where the wind is blowing. Air moving from the north-east to the
south-west is called a north-east wind. It may also be expressed in
degrees from true north. A north-east wind would be 45o. A south-
west wind would be 235o. The wind speed can be expressed in
miles or kilometres per hour, meters per second, knots or as a force
on the Beaufort scale.
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The Beaufort Scale 
 
Force Description Conditions Wind speed 

(mph) 
0 Calm Smoke rises vertically 0 
1 Light air Smoke drifts 1-3 
2 Light breeze Leaves rustle; vane moved by wind 4-7 
3 Gentle 

breeze 
Leaves in constant motion; light flag 
extend 

8-12 

4 Moderate 
breeze 

Raises duct and loose paper; small 
branches move 

13-18 

5 Fresh breeze Small trees sway; crested wavelets on 
inland water 

19-24 

6 Strong 
breeze 

Large branches in motion; whistling in 
telegraph 

25-31 

7 Moderate 
gale 

Whole trees in motion 32-38 

8 Fresh gale Breaks twigs off trees; impedes walking 39-46 
9 Strong gale Slight structural damage to buildings 47-54 
10 Whole gale Large branches broken; some trees 

uprooted 
55-63 

11 Storm Large trees uprooted 64-72 
12 Hurricane Widespread damage  occurs 73+ 

 
 
2.6 Precipitation 
 
The amount of rain, sleet, snow or hail which falls in a specified time 
is expressed as the depth of water it would produce on a large, level 
impermeable surface. Usually it is expressed in millimetres although 
inches may sometimes be used. Rainfall is measured daily (24 
hours) by means of a rainguage. Today’s rainguages are simple to 
use with pre-calibrated scales on their sides. When measuring 
rainfall, certain precautions have to be taken against the effects of 
obstructions, wind, splashing and evaporation. 
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2.7 Sunshine

Many weather stations record the amount of bright sunshine during
daylight hours. A typical measuring instrument is the Campbell-
Stokes sunshine recorder. This consists of a glass ball which
focuses the Sun’s rays, burning a hole in an index card. As the Sun
moves around the sky, so the burnt hole extends along the index,
which is marked in hours to record the amount of direct sunshine.
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Questions

a) Why must thermometers be kept out of direct sunlight? If placed
in the sun, what would the thermometer actually be measuring?

b) Can you think of a reason why alcohol thermometers must be
used instead of mercury thermometers at very low temperatures

(e.g. -40°C).?

c) Using the equation below, convert the following temperatures in
Kelvin (K) and degrees Fahrenheit (F) into degrees Celsius (C).

C = (5F/9) + 32   and C = K-273

i. 50°F ii. 300 K iii. 68°F iv. 86°F

d) Explain how a column of mercury as shown in Figure 2.3 in the
information sheet is supported. What pressure does the mercury
barometer read in millibars?

1cm mercury = 13.33 millibars

e) Using the figure below, determine the dew point of air containing
10 g/m3 water vapour.
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f) What is the relative humidity of air containing 15 g/m3 water

vapour at 30°C?

g) Describe the wind conditions outside your classroom today and
determine the direction and Beaufort force.
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Notes for Teachers

After lesson 2, student should understand:

• the Celsius, Fahrenheit and Kelvin temperature scales;

• how pressure is measured;

• how to measure humidity;

• how to calculate relative humidity and the dew point;

• the Beaufort Scale;

• that precipitation includes rain, snow, sleet and hail.

Answers to Questions

a) Thermometers should be kept in the shade with sufficient air flow
to ensure that they are measuring the temperature of the
surrounding air. In fact, the thermometer actually measures its own
temperature, but this should be the same as the surrounding air if
these precautions are made. A thermometer in the sun will absorb
radiation and measure a temperature considerably higher than the
surrounding air.

b) Alcohol thermometers are used to measure very low
temperatures a long way below freezing because mercury freezes at

about -40°C.

c) i. 10°C ii. 27°C iii. 20°C iv. 30°C.

d) The column of mercury as shown in Figure 2.3 in the information
sheet is supported by the weight of the atmosphere pushing down
on the surface of mercury in the bowl. A barometer could be made
from a column of water but because water in much denser than
mercury, the atmosphere could support a column about 10 metres
high, which would be rather inconvenient to carry around. A 76cm
column of mercury is supported by an atmospheric pressure of 1013
millibars.
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e) The dew point of water containing 10 g/m3 water vapour can be

found using the graph as shown. Here, the dew point is about 11°C.

f) From the graph again, it can be seen that air at 30°C is saturated

when it contains about 30 g/m3 water vapour. Therefore if the
absolute humidity is 15 g/m3 the relative humidity is 50%.

g) Descriptions of the wind conditions should be made with
reference to the Beaufort scale reproduced below. Average wind
speeds in Britain usually vary from between 8 and 16 mph (Beaufort
forces 3 to 4). Use the descriptions of conditions in the scale to
determine what force the wind is outside the classroom, and a basic
compass or map to determine the wind direction.
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The Beaufort Scale 
 
Force Description Conditions Wind speed 

(mph) 
0 Calm Smoke rises vertically 0 
1 Light air Smoke drifts 1-3 
2 Light breeze Leaves rustle; vane moved by wind 4-7 
3 Gentle 

breeze 
Leaves in constant motion; light flag 
extend 

8-12 

4 Moderate 
breeze 

Raises duct and loose paper; small 
branches move 

13-18 

5 Fresh 
breeze 

Small trees sway; crested wavelets on 
inland water 

19-24 

6 Strong 
breeze 

Large branches in motion; whistling in 
telegraph 

25-31 

7 Moderate 
gale 

Whole trees in motion 32-38 

8 Fresh gale Breaks twigs off trees; impedes walking 39-46 
9 Strong gale Slight structural damage to buildings 47-54 
10 Whole gale Large branches broken; some trees 

uprooted 
55-63 

11 Storm Large trees uprooted 64-72 
12 Hurricane Widespread damage  occurs 73+ 
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Information Sheet

3.1. Wind due to differences in pressure

Movement of air caused by temperature or pressure differences is
wind. Where there are differences of pressure between two places,
a pressure gradient exists, across which air moves: from the high
pressure region to the low pressure region. This movement of air,
however, does not follow the quickest straight line path. In fact, the
air moving from high to low pressure follows a spiralling route,
outwards from high pressure and inwards towards low pressure.
This is due to the rotation of the Earth beneath the moving air, which
causes an apparent deflection of the wind to the right in the northern
hemisphere, and left in the southern hemisphere. Consequently, air
blows anticlockwise around a low pressure centre (depression) and
clockwise around a high pressure centre (anticyclone) in the
northern hemisphere (see Figure 3.1). This situation is reversed in
the southern hemisphere.

Figure 3.1. Wind due to pressure differences
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3.2. Wind due to differences in temperature

Wind caused by differences in temperature is known as convection
or advection.  The process of convection was described in lesson 1.
In the atmosphere, convection transfers heat energy from warmer
regions near the Earth’s surface to regions higher up in the
atmosphere away from the heating influence of the Earth’s surface.
Whereas convection is the vertical movement of air, advection
involves the horizontal movement of air and heat energy
transference.

3.3. Sea breezes and land breezes

Temperature differences at the Earth’s surface occur wherever there
are differences in surface substances. A dark tarmacked surface will
heat up more quickly on a sunny day (i.e. absorb more solar
radiation) than a grassy field. Similarly, along the coast, large areas
of land heat up more quickly than adjacent sea water (water has a
large heat capacity and is a good conductor of heat). Air near the
land surface is heated by radiation and conduction, expands and
begins to rise, being lighter than the surrounding air. This is
convection. To replace the rising air, cooler air is drawn in from the
surface of the sea. This is advection, called a sea breeze, and can
offer a pleasant cooling influence on hot summer afternoons when
further inland the heat may become oppressive.

Air above the sea sinks and is again pulled in over the land. The full
sea breeze circulation is show in Figure 3.2. A very hot summer sun
may cause a sea breeze of up to 15 mph along the coast, felt in
decreasing strength 20 to 25 miles inland.
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Figure 3.2. The sea breeze

Since the sea breeze owes its existence to the enhanced heating of
the land under the sun, it follows that at night, when the land cools
faster than the sea, a land breeze may develop. In this case, it is air
above the warmer surface water that is heated and rises, pulling in
air from the cooler land surface.

3.4. Katabatic winds

Inland on clear nights when the surface looses considerable
radiation, surface cooling serves to set up air movements wherever
there are undulations of contour. As the air becomes colder, it
contracts and sinks down as far as it can move, settling into hollows,
drifting down slopes and blowing down mountain sides. Large scale
air movements of this nature are called Katabatic winds.

3.5. Global winds

On a global scale, the same principle of temperature difference
operates to develop the major wind belts. Large volumes of air rise
over the equator where most solar radiation is directed, creating a
demand for colder air from higher latitudes (see Figure 3.3). This
however, is an oversimplification of the cause of global weather. The
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presence of large continental land masses and vast expanses of
ocean introduce further complexities to the global air movements.
These are looked at in lesson 9.

Figure 3.3. Global wind circulation

3.6. Vertical temperature differences

Because the basic mechanism for raising air temperature occurs at
ground level with the heating of the surface by the Sun,
temperatures are generally higher near the Earth’s surface than
further away. Nevertheless, local variations exist, caused by the
slow mixing of air. Sometimes, air temperature decreases rapidly
with altitude, sometimes more slowly. Occasionally, air temperature
may even increase with altitude for a short distance.

As discussed, when a packet of air near the earth’s surface is
heated, it rises, being lighter than the surrounding air. Whether or
not this air packet continues to rise will depend upon how the
temperature in the surrounding air changes with altitude. As
convection continues, air pressure begins to fall, and the air packet
expands. Such expansion results in loss of heat and consequent fall
in temperature. (Similarly, when air descends the air compresses
and its temperature rises.) The rate at which air on expansion cools

is called the adiabatic lapse rate, and for dry air it is equal to 9.8°C
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per kilometre. Adiabatic means that the air exchanges no heat with
its surroundings, a condition very nearly true for rising and
descending packets of air.

If the rate at which the surrounding air temperature falls is less than
the adiabatic lapse rate, a rising packet of heated air will cool faster,
lose its buoyancy, and sink back to its original position. In this case
the atmosphere is said to be stable. If the rate at which the
surrounding air temperature falls is greater than the adiabatic lapse
rate, the packet of heated air will continue to rise. The atmosphere in
this circumstance is said to be unstable.

When the air is saturated with water vapour, the processes are
similar to those described above for dry air, but the adiabatic lapse
rate is different. When saturated air rises and cools, condensation of
water vapour begins, releasing latent heat. Consequently the
temperature in rising moist air falls less than it otherwise would. For
warmer air holding considerable water vapour, the adiabatic lapse

rate may be as low as 4°C per kilometre. This approaches the value

for the dry adiabatic lapse rate for much cooler air carrying little
water vapour. More usually in the atmosphere, unsaturated air rises,
cooling at the adiabatic lapse rate until it reaches its dew point.
Thereafter, it behaves like saturated air. The moisture condensing
out of the air becomes visible as cloud.
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Questions

a) What is the term used to describe the movement of air due to
differences in temperature?

b) The graph below shows the average daily radiation balance
between energy received from the sun and energy lost by the Earth.
Assuming that land heats up faster than the sea, at what time will a
sea breeze along the coast be strongest?

c) Why does a land breeze develop at night along the coast?

d) In the figure below indicate the direction of katabatic air flow on
an otherwise still night, and mark the region of coldest temperatures.
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e) What will happen to a packet of air which is heated at the surface
if the temperature profile of the atmosphere is as shown in the figure
below. Is the atmosphere stable or unstable?

Note that the dry adiabatic lapse rate is 9.8°C per kilometre.
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Notes for Teachers

After lesson 3, students should understand:

• that air moves from high to low pressure;

• that air moves anticlockwise around a low pressure centre and
clockwise around a high pressure centre in the northern
hemisphere as a result of the earth’s rotation;

• movement of  air due to temperature differences is known as
convection or advection (see also lesson 2);

• what causes land and sea breezes;

• what are katabatic winds;

• the nature of the global wind system;

• that heated air rises (convects) and cools at the adiabatic lapse
rate.

Answers to Questions

a) Movement of air due to differences in temperature between two
locations is known as convection or advection. Convection is the
term commonly applied to vertical movement of air, whilst advection
is used in the context of horizontal displacement of air.

b) The sea breeze will be strongest when there is the greatest
temperature difference between the land and sea. This will occur
when the incoming solar radiation balances the outgoing terrestrial
radiation. At this time, the temperature of both the land and the sea
reaches a maximum, but because the land heats up much faster
than the sea, this is also the time of maximum temperature
differences between land ad sea.

c) Land breezes develop along the coast at night when the land
cools to a lower temperature than the sea. The warmer air over the
sea then rises, pulling out the colder air over the land to generate a
land breeze.
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 d) As the air cools near the surface it becomes denser, finally
sinking down along the slopes under the influence of gravity,
generating katabatic winds if the slopes are long enough. The
regions of coldest temperature are marked in the figure.

e) The temperature gradient in the figure accompanying question e)

is 12°C per 1000m. This is greater than the dry adiabatic lapse rate

(9.8°C/km). Air heated at the earth’s surface will therefore continue

to rise high into the atmosphere, which is said to be unstable.
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Information Sheet

4.1. The water cycle

There is always water vapour present in the atmosphere. Lesson 3
demonstrated that when air rises and cools, it becomes saturated
and releases water vapour as condensation. This condensation is
the source of all clouds and rain. Water vapour enters the
atmosphere by evaporation from surface bodies of water. These
include puddles, ponds, streams, rivers, lakes and oceans. Water
also enters the atmosphere by evapotranspiration from plants and
trees. The water vapour is returned to the surface in rain, hail, sleet
or snow, where it is returned to the soil for uptake by vegetation or to
surface streams, rivers and lakes and ultimately by the sea. This
cycle of evaporation, condensation and precipitation is called the
water cycle of the Earth and atmosphere (see Figure 4.4).

Figure 4.1. The water cycle
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4.2. Evaporation

Evaporation of water from the Earth’s surface forms one part of the

water cycle. At 100°C, the boiling point, all water will rapidly be

turned to vapour, for the energy supplied to the water is enough to
break all the molecular bonds in water apart. At temperatures

between 100°C and 0°C, only some of the molecules in the water

have enough energy to escape to the atmosphere and the rate at
which water is converted to vapour is much slower.

The rate of evaporation will depend upon a number of factors. Rates

increase when temperatures are higher; an increase of 10°C will

approximately double the rate of evaporation. The humidity of the
surrounding air will also influence evaporation. Drier air has a
greater “thirst” for water vapour than humid, moist air. It follows,
therefore, that the presence of wind will also increase evaporation.
On still days, water evaporating to the air remains close to its
source, increasing the local humidity. As the moisture content of the
air increases, evaporation will diminish. If, however, a steady flow of
air exists to remove the newly formed vapour, the air surrounding
the water source will remain dry, “thirsty” for future water.

4.3. Condensation

Condensation is the process whereby water vapour in the
atmosphere is returned to its original liquid state. In the atmosphere,
condensation may appear as clouds, fog, mist, dew or frost,
depending upon the physical conditions of the atmosphere.
Condensation is not a matter of one particular temperature but of a
difference between two. Condensation of water vapour occurs when
the temperature of air is lowered to its dew point.

All air contains water vapour of varying quantities. The lower the air
temperature, the smaller the maximum possible capacity for vapour.
When air is cooled, relative humidity increases, until at a particular
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temperature, called the dew point, the air becomes saturated. 
Further cooling below the dew point will induce condensation of the 
excess water vapour. 
 
The temperature of the dew point will depend upon the absolute 
content of water vapour, that is the absolute humidity, measured in 
g/m3. The dew point of humid air will be higher than the dew point of 
dry air. Both air temperature and absolute humidity will determine 
what type of condensation will occur when the air is cooled. If air in 
contact with the ground is cooled to its dew point, dew or frost will 
form, dew if the point is above 0°C, or frost if it is below 0°C. Cooling 
of a larger layer of air near to the ground may produce mist of fog, 
which freezes if the dew point is below 0°C. Air that is cooled to its 
dew point by rising and expansion will condense to form clouds. 
Above 0°C, small droplets of water are formed. Condensation may 
also result in ice crystals at temperatures well below 0°C. When 
temperatures are near or a little below 0°C, supercooled water 
droplets can form. 
 
 
4.4. Formation of rain drops 
 
Condensation in an air layer as a result of limited cooling produces 
water drops (or ice crystals) of such small size that they remain 
suspended in air. If cooling continues, as may happen when the 
atmosphere is unstable, the small liquid drops will coalesce to form 
larger drops, ice crystals cling together to form snowflakes and 
supercooled drops freeze on contact with ice crystals. Eventually 
such combinations become weighty enough to fall out of the cloud. 
Some precipitation may evaporate again before reaching the 
ground. The rest falls as rain if temperatures are high enough to 
melt ice crystals, or snow if ground or mountain top temperatures 
are below 0°C. Hail forms when large drops are tossed up and down 
in strong vertical currents within a cloud, alternatively collecting 
additional water and then freezing, until ice stones acquire sufficient 
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weight to overcome the upthrusting air currents and fall to the
ground.
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Questions

a) Describe what might happen to a molecule of water during its
course through the global water cycle.

b) The rate of evaporation approximately doubles for every 10°C
increase in temperature. All other things being equal (including
surface area), determine which puddle of water below will evaporate
first.

c) List two other factors which will affect the rate of evaporation.

d) Using the graph below, determine what type of condensation will

occur if air in contact with the Earth’s surface at temperature of 10°C
and containing 4 g/m3 water vapour is cooled to its dew point.
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Notes for Teachers

After lesson 4, students should understand:

• the different parts of the water cycle (evaporation, condensation
and precipitation);

• what factors influence the rate of evaporation (temperature,
humidity, wind);

• how water vapour is condensed in the atmosphere;

• how rain, hail and snow are formed.

Answers to Questions

a) Students should make use of Figure 4.1 in the information sheet
when describing the possible course of a water molecule through
the water cycle. Their description should include the three main
processes of evaporation, condensation and precipitation.

b) Puddle 1 at 27°C will evaporate about 4 times quicker than the

one at 7°C. Since there is only three and a half times as much water

in puddle 1 as in puddle 2, puddle 1 will evaporate before puddle 2
(all other things being equal). [Note that surface area and wind
speed will have a significant effect on the rate of evaporation.]

c) Humidity and wind speed affect evaporation, in addition to
temperature. If the air is humid, it is less “thirsty” for additional water
vapour and the rate of evaporation is slower. If there is greater air
flow over a body of water, the air becomes more “thirsty”, as water
vapour recently formed is blown away from the source, thereby
reducing the local humidity surrounding the water body.
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d) Using the graph below as shown, the dew point of air at 10°C
containing 4g/m3 is about -6°C. This is well below freezing and the

surface condensation will be in the form of hoar frost.
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Information Sheet

5.1. Weather due to air cooling

Many of the common phenomena of weather: clouds, frost, fog and
rain - are due to the cooling of air and the consequent condensation
of excess water vapour. Lesson 4 looked at how water vapour gets
into the atmosphere, and how it is returned to the liquid state, either
in the atmosphere as clouds and fog or back to the Earth’s surface
as rain, hail and snow. In the next two lessons further investigation
is made into the different mechanisms of air cooling, and the
different types of weather that these produce. The first of these are
dew and fog. Both phenomena develop from the cooling of air by
contact with the Earth’s surface.

5.2. Cooling by contact

The simplest cooling method of air is by contact with a colder
surface - the Earth’s surface. There are two main types of cooling by
surface contact: radiation cooling and advection cooling. Radiation
cooling occurs when air near the ground is cooled by the Earth’s
surface losing heat by radiation.  Advection cooling occurs when a
warmer body of air from another source passes across a colder
surface. Cooling of the air then occurs by conduction.

5.3. Radiation cooling

When the Sun sets, the Earth and any other radiating body upon it
continue to radiate heat from their supplies. With no heat from the
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Sun to replenish their stocks, their temperature falls. Maximum loss
of heat occurs when there is no overhead shelter to prevent the
radiation escaping into the atmosphere. The biggest single deterrent
to radiation cooling is a blanket of cloud. Long-wave heat energy
radiated from the Earth is absorbed by the fine water droplets of
clouds, which in turn radiate some of the heat back again to Earth.

As surface temperature falls under a clear sky, the air in closest
contact with it begins to cool. Very slowly this drop in temperature is
transmitted to air layers higher up. Eventually, surface air
temperature will fall low enough to condense water vapour out as
dew (see Figure 5.1). Sometimes the temperature of the air near the
surface falls below that of the air slightly higher up creating a
temperature inversion. Without any wind, the dense cold surface air
will remain squatting near the ground and considerable dew
formation may take place. Dew forms most easily over grass
because the thin layer of air next to it is always moist (due to
evapotranspiration).

When the dew point of the cooling air below is 0°C, hoar frost results

from radiation cooling instead. Condensation occurs directly as a
crust of white crystals (see Figure 5.2). If the air is particularly dry,
its dew point may be well below freezing. Whilst an air frost may
occur, hoar frost will be absent if the air temperature does not fall
below the dew point. Farmers and gardeners must be particularly
wary of frost for it can damage crops and pants. Since cooling air
will always drain downhill if possible, valleys and hollows suffer the
greatest risk from frost. Coastal areas benefit from the moderating
influence of the warmer sea. (Remember that the sea is a greater
storage of heat than land and it releases this heat more slowly).
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Figure 5.1. Dew on a leaf Figure 5.2. Hoar frost

Sometimes a much thicker layer of air may be moist and then
condensation can occur throughout, giving rise to fog. With no wind
at all, fog will form first as shallow streaks near the ground. More
usually there is a little prevailing wind serving to spread the ensuring
fog evenly within one or two hundred metres of the ground. The
moister the air, the greater the likelihood of fog forming under clear
skies at night . As with frost, fog formation is most likely in low-lying
grounds and hollows, least likely on hill tops.

5.4. Advection cooling

Usually, wind serves to prevent or restrict the formation of dew, frost
or fog. This is because a steady flow of air over the cooling surface
does not remain in contact with the ground long enough to cool
below its dew point for condensation to occur. The one occasion
when wind does not deter condensation is when warm air from
different sources passes over a much colder surface. This often
occurs in winter in Britain when moist warm southwesterlies return
after a cold spell influenced by easterly continental air. The warm air
meeting the colder surface will cool below its dew point releasing
condensation as fog. Sea fog can be a common occurrence in
coastal areas, when warmer sea air comes inland passing over
colder land. Sometimes, the opposite can occur, when warm air
from a continental interior comes into contact with a cold coastal
ocean current. This is especially common along the coast of
California, USA (see figure 5.3).
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Figure 5.3. Advection fog
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Questions

a) List the main types of weather phenomena produced by
condensation from contact cooling.

b) Describe the process of dew formation by radiation cooling. What
factors might limit its formation?

c) On undulating ground where is dew or hoar frost most likely to
occur?

d) How does the formation of fog differ from that of dew or hoar
frost?

e) Besides radiation cooling, what other processes can lead to fog
formation? What sort of areas would be prone to this type of fog?
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Notes for Teachers

After lesson 5, students should understand:

• the processes of radiation and advection cooling by contact;

• the processes of dew, frost and fog formation

Answers to Questions

a) The main weather phenomena resulting from cooling by contact
at or near the Earth’s surface are dew, frost and fog. If the dew point

of the cooling air is above 0°C, dew or fog will form, if below 0°C ,

hoar frost or freezing fog. Cooling can occur by radiation loss from
the Earth or advection of warmer air over a colder surface.

b) At night, particularly under clear skies, there is considerable
radiation loss from the Earth’s surface. This cools the air in close
contact with the ground. As the air cools its relative humidity rises
until the dew point is reached when the air is holding its maximum
vapour content for that temperature. Further cooling results in

condensation of dew provided that the dew point is above 0°C.

Cloudy nights are less likely to experience dew formation at the
Earth’s surface because radiation cooling is reduced. Wind will also
reduce the chance of dew formation as it reduces the humidity (and
therefore the dew point) of the air in contact with the ground.

c) On undulating ground, formation of dew or hoar frost will most
likely occur in hollows where the air is coldest.

d) If there is a little air movement, cooling of a thicker layer of air will
result in fog or freezing fog, instead of dew or hoar frost.

e) Advection of warm air over a cold surface can produce
(advection) fog. This is particularly common in coastal areas, when
warmer sea air drifts in land over colder land.
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Information Sheet

6.1. Cooling by uplift

Whilst dew, frost and fog are types of condensation resulting from
cooling by contact with the Earth’s surface, clouds and rain are
caused by cooling from mechanical uplift. There are three main
ways by which uplift of air can occur: convection, front and
orographic (mountain) uplift. In each case, the rising air is forced to
cool by expansion, releasing condensation first as cloud, and if uplift
and cooling continues, as rain, hail or snow.

6.2. Cooling by convection

The most powerful lifting mechanism is initiated by the heat of the
Sun. When the Sun heats the Earth’s surface, successive warming
of shallow layers in contact with the ground takes place. The
buoyancy of this heated air generates thermal up - currents. Down -
currents follow as a necessary consequence, to fill the voids left by
the up-currents. This process is called convection and was
discussed in lesson 3.

The volume of rising warm air increases as the surrounding
atmospheric pressure falls, cooling as heat is consumed during
expansion. If the rising air is dry or unsaturated it will cool at the dry

adiabatic lapse rate, 9.8°C for every 1 kilometre increase in altitude.

Sooner or later, depending on its vapour content, the dew point will
be reached and condensation will occur forming convection clouds
or cumulus clouds (see Figure 6.1).
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Figure 6.1. Cumulus clouds

6.3. Cumulus clouds

Cumulus clouds look like white fluffy balls of cotton wool and mark
the vertical extent of convection. The level at which condensation
begins is defined by the cloud base, and its height will depend upon
the humidity of the rising air. The more humid the air, the lower the
cloud base. Provided that the air is still warmer than the surrounding
atmosphere, air will continue to cool, now at the reduced saturated
adiabatic lapse rate, building up a thickness of cloud. The depth of
the cloud which forms depends upon the buoyancy conditions of the
day. Air can only continue to rise whilst its temperature is warmer
than that of the surrounding air.

Small cumulus clouds are evidence of relatively stable air. Once
condensation begins, uplift continues only for a short distance
before the temperature of rising air falls below that of the
surrounding atmosphere. Since cumulus clouds have no existence
apart from thermal convection, they are diurnal clouds when over
land, forming mid morning and disappearing again after sunset.
They may also form over sea when the sea surface temperature is
warmer than the air passing over it. Then similar convection currents
can develop.
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6.4. Cumulonimbus clouds 
 
When the surrounding air cools significantly with altitude, rising 
packets of air will continue upward, cooling first at the dry adiabatic 
lapse rate, and then on cloud formation, at the saturated adiabatic 
lapse rate. Uplift of the air may continue several kilometres before 
losing buoyancy, forming large towering clouds called 
cumulonimbus (see Figure 6.2). Under such conditions, the 
atmosphere is said to be unstable. In general, a northerly air stream, 
moving southwards (in the northern hemisphere) and therefore 
warming at its lower level, will have a large temperature range with 
height and be unstable. Conversely, a southerly air stream, moving 
northwards and therefore cooling at its lower level, will have a 
relatively narrow temperature range with height and be stable. 
 

Figure 6.2. Cumulonimbus clouds 

 
 
Generally, cumulus clouds forming in stable air produce no 
precipitation. During the formation of the larger cumulonimbus, 
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condensation droplets are carried up and down several times within
the convection currents inside the cloud before being released,
generally coalescing to form rain drops. The more vigorous the
thermal currents inside the cloud, the larger the rain drops which
form. Light showers can fall form modest-sized “cauliflower” clouds
whilst the larger cumulonimbus clouds can produce heavy
downpours. The largest cumulonimbus clouds of all are found in
thunderstorms. In these clouds, up-currents are so severe that
splitting of rain drops and ice crystals can occur before re-coalescing
and falling to the ground. It is believed that this may contribute to the
build up of electric charge and the occurrence of lightning.

6.5. Cooling at fronts

When huge masses of air come together from different directions,
uplift and cooling of air with cloud formation and rain can occur, if
differences exist in temperature and humidity between the two air
masses. They cannot mix together immediately owing to their
different densities, any more than two liquids like water and oil.
Mixing takes time. In the meantime, the lighter, warmer air mass
begins to rise above the cooler, denser one. The boundary between
the two air masses is called a front. Fronts are usually several
hundred miles long and emanate from the centre of low pressure
systems or depressions. There are warm fronts, cold fronts and
occluded fronts.

6.6. Warm fronts

A warm front exists when warm air is rising over cold air. In vertical
cross-section, the boundary takes the form of a gradual slope
(roughly 1:100) and lifting is slow but persistent. As the air lifts into
regions of lower pressure, it expands, cools and condenses water
vapour as flat sheet cloud (altostratus), from which rain can start to
fall once cloud has thickened to about 2,500m from the ground.
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Cloud continues to lower towards the boundary at ground level, 
known as the surface front. This lower level cloud is called stratus or 
nimbostratus, from which appreciable amounts of rain may fall. 
Sometimes, nimbostratus cloud may be only a few hundred metres 
above the ground, and can completely cover hill tops and 
mountains. 
 
Because frontal systems have a velocity of their own, an observer 
on the ground will witness a succession of cloud types with cloud 
gradually thickening before rain arrives (see Figure 6.3). These tell-
tale signs can be used by the observer to predict the onset of bad 
weather within a few hours. When the surface front arrives, there 
may be a burst of rather heavier rain, and this offers a hopeful sign 
that a drier interlude is on the way. Clouds will break, rain cease, 
and there may be a noticeable rise in temperature as the warm air 
engulfs the observer. 
 
 
6.7. Cold fronts 
 
A cold front exists when cold air following warm air undercuts the 
warm air, heaving it upwards with a more violent thrust compared to 
the steady rise of air at a warm front. The air associated with a cold 
front is usually unstable and conducive to cumulonimbus formation. 
Because the upthrust is delivered along a boundary between the two 
air masses, the cumulonimbus forms a well-defined line in contrast 
to the well-spaced clouds forming during thermal convection. 
Usually, rainfall associated with cold fronts is in the form of heavy 
deluge; more rain may fall in a few minutes as the cold front passes 
than during the whole passage of a warm front. As the cold front 
passes, the clouds roll by and the air temperature may become 
noticeably cooler. 
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Figure 6.3. Warm and cold front in cross section

6.8. Frontal depressions

There is a favourite meeting place in the mid-Atlantic for cold polar
air and warm sub-tropical air. Here, due to the rotation of the Earth,
low pressure systems or depressions develop, usually with well
defined warm and cold fronts, as the warm air is forced up over the
cold air. Fronts and depressions have a birth, lifetime and death;
and according to the stage at which they are encountered, so does
the weather intensity vary.

6.9. Occluded fronts

Cold fronts usually travel faster than warm fronts, and therefore at
some stage of depression development, the cold front catches up
with the warm front. In cross section, the warm air is lifted right off
the ground, so that the observer misses out the warm sector stage.
This is known as an occlusion or occluded front.

6.10. Cooling by orographic uplift

In addition to convection and frontal uplift there is a third lifting
mechanism which produces cloud, and sometimes precipitation on
its own, or accentuates cloud and precipitation which already exists.
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This is the necessary lift air must make to surmount large obstacles
which obstruct its passage. On an otherwise clear day, lift over hills
and mountains maybe enough to produce stratus clouds over their
tops. As the air descends over the other side, the clouds may
dissipate. If the air is fairly humid, considerable precipitation maybe
generated over hills and mountains. Once past these obstructions,
precipitation ceases as the air warms up and condensation returns
to its vapour state. On the leeward side of mountain ranges, rain
shadows can exist where little precipitation penetrates.
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Questions

a) What are the three main mechanisms of cooling by uplift?

b) If heated surface air rise by convection and cools, what sort of
clouds would be expected to form in:
i. stable air?
ii. unstable air?

In which case is the occurrence of precipitation more likely?

c) Explain why thunder clouds reach such great heights in the
atmosphere, and why rainfall associated with them is particularly
heavy.

d) Describe the sequence of weather phenomena as first a warm
front and then a cold front passes overhead.

e) What has happened to the warm air at an occluded front?

f) Why may it be raining on top of a mountain range, but downwind
on the ground it may be dry?
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Notes for Teachers

After lesson 6, students should understand:

• the three main mechanisms of cooling by uplift (convection, front
and orographic uplift);

• the formation of cumulus and cumulonimbus clouds in stable and
unstable air respectively;

• the formation of warm and cold fronts;

• the nature of frontal systems.

Answers to questions

a) The three mechanisms of cooling by uplift are convection, fronts
and orographic uplift.

b) When heated surface air convects through a stable atmosphere
any condensation at height will result in cumulus clouds. In unstable
air, heated air can rise to a much greater altitude and cumulonimbus
clouds are more likely to form. Precipitation is much more likely to
occur from cumulonimbus clouds. Convection inside them is much
more vigorous providing an ideal opportunity for tiny ice crystals or
water droplets to coalesce to form rain, hail or snow.

c) Thunder clouds are large cumulonimbus clouds in which
convection currents are particularly strong. The coalescing raindrops
can give considerable size before gravity pulls them down to Earth.

d) As warm air in a frontal system lifts into regions of lower pressure,
it expands, cools and condenses water vapour as flat sheet cloud
(altostratus), from which rain can start to fall once cloud has
thickened to about 2,500m from the ground. As the surface warm
front approaches cloud continues to lower (stratus or nimbostratus),
from which appreciable amounts of rain may fall. When the surface
front arrives, there may be a burst of rather heavier rain. Soon after,
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clouds may break, the rain may cease, and here may be a
noticeable rise in temperature as the warm air engulfs the observer.
Sunny spells with cumulus clouds may be experienced. Later, the
cold front passes overhead, marked by a line of cumulonimbus
clouds convecting in the older unstable air. A heavy deluge may
follow for a few minutes followed by a rapid clearing of the skies,
The air temperature may become noticeably cooler.

e) At an occluded front the warm sector of air has been totally lifted
off the ground by the following undercutting cold air. In this case, the
weather common to warm and cold fronts may merge together with
the omission of the warm sunny spell in between.

f) When humid air is forced over mountains cooling is generated,
with condensation and precipitation likely. As the air moves towards
the lee of the mountains the air descends and warms up.
Precipitation ceases and the clouds may disperse. For this reason,
the lee side of a mountain range very often lies in a “rain shadow”.
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Information Sheet

7.1. Anticyclones

The cloudy rainy weather of depressions is due to rising air, which is
most pronounced near frontal regions. The anticyclone on the other
hand is produced by a large mass of descending air. This
subsidence takes place throughout a depth of the atmosphere up to
12km (see Figure 7.1). Such subsidence means that the air is very
stable. In addition, winds associated with an anticyclone are usually
very light if present at all, especially close to the centre of the high
pressure system.

Figure 7.1. The anticyclone

Subsidence warms the air by compression. Any clouds present
quickly evaporate as the temperature of the air rises above its dew
point. For this reason, anticyclones usually bring fine, dry and settled
weather, particularly in the summer.

Sometimes, subsidence and compression of the air can produce a
temperature inversion at one or two thousand metres above the
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ground. Such phenomena act as caps to rising air heated by the
ground under the influence of the Sun, preventing extensive cooling
and cloud formation. Unfortunately, if the air is moist below the
temperature inversion, a dreary formless layer of cloud can form
which becomes difficult to disperse owing to the light winds. Such
debilitating weather is common in winter when the Sun’s radiation is
too weak to burn off the cloud layer.

Winter anticyclones, if clear of cloud, bring with them further
problems. A short cloudless day is the forerunner of a long night
giving more radiation cooling than a low-angle Sun can counteract
the next day. The second night of cooling therefore starts with a
lower air temperature than the first. Such conditions, if persistent,
can lead to successive nights of frost, which become progressively
harder. When the air is particularly moist, cooling at night soon
results in fog (see lesson 5). Britain in particular can experience
episodes of anticyclonic fog from late September through to May.

Anticyclones move, but not quite in the same purposeful way as
travelling depressions. They nudge their way into position and can
be incredibly stubborn about leaving, perhaps persisting for weeks,
diverting depressions to different routes. Such persistent
anticyclones are known as “blocking highs”. In winter they can lead
to long spells of very cold weather, especially if their air flow comes
from Russia and Siberia. In summer they can lead to long hot spells
and sometimes drought.

7.2. High pressure ridges

A ridge of high pressure is a wedge-shaped extension of an
anticyclone or belt of high pressure. The weather associated with
ridges is similar to that in an anticyclone. In temperate latitudes,
ridges of high pressure often occur between two depressions and
move with them. They give rise to intervals of fair weather between
the cloud and rain of the low pressure systems.
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Questions

a) Why are anticyclones usually associated with stable, settled
weather?

b) Describe the sort of weather that can occur when a temperature
inversion forms under an anticyclone.

c) What is a “blocking high”?

d) What is a high pressure ridge?
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Notes for Teachers

After lesson 7, students should understand:

• why air is very stable in anticyclones;

• how temperature inversions form;

• the weather associated with winter and summer anticyclones;

• the nature of high pressure ridges.

Answers to Questions

a) Anticyclones are usually associated with settled weather because
the atmosphere is very stable. The descending air in an anticyclone
is heated by compression thereby prohibiting significant cloud
formation. Winds associated with an anticyclone are usually light.

b) Compression of the air in an anticyclone may produce a
temperature inversion at one or two thousand metres altitude. This
can result in particularly settled conditions, but if the air is humid
beneath the inversion, a stratiform layer of cloud can form, trapped
below the warmer temperatures above. This is more common in
winter when radiation cooling produces fog which may lift to form a
cloud layer. The winter Sun is too weak to burn off the condensation.

c) Blocking highs are large anticyclones which may persist in the
same position for several weeks or longer. In summer, blocking
highs are associated with heat waves and drought, and in winter
extreme cold and penetrating night-time frosts.

d) A ridge of high pressure is a wedge-shaped extension of an
anticyclone or belt of high pressure. The weather associated with
ridges is similar to that in an anticyclone. Ridges of high pressure
often occur between two frontal systems and move with them. They
give rise to intervals of fair weather between cloud and rain.
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Information Sheet

8.1. The need for synoptic charts

With an understanding of how the air moves and how clouds and
rain form, much prediction can be made by simply observing the sky
overhead, observing wind direction and noting the temperature and
humidity of the air. But to be able to predict and forecast weather it
is necessary to understand the isobaric patterns associated with
fronts and depressions, anticyclones and high pressure ridges.
Meteorologists plot isobaric patterns on synoptic charts.

8.2. Plotting weather observations

The first stage in preparing a synoptic chart is to chart the position of
each meteorological station. These are marked by a small circle.
The weather report for each station is then plotted in and around the
circle. Elements like temperature and pressure are entered as plain
figures. Others, like the occurrence of rain, snow, cloud and fog are
plotted as internationally agreed symbols (see Figure 8.1). For
example cloud cover at a particular time is indicated by filling in
certain portions of the circle. The greater the fill, the more the cloud
cover, measured in eighths or oktas. Wind direction is represented
by an arrow pointing in the direction from where the wind is coming.
In Figure 8.1, the wind is from the northeast. The wind speed is
denoted by “feathers” on the wind arrow, a short feather  indicating 5
knots, a larger one 10 knots, a long and short one 15 knots and so
on.
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Figure 8.1. Meteorological symbols

Temperature is measured in degrees Celsius to the nearest whole
degree. Pressure at a station is standardised to sea-level pressure
measured in millibars. The hundreds figure for the pressure is
omitted as being understood since the pressure is almost always
between 950 and 1050 millibars. For example, a pressure of 987.8
millibars would be written as 878; 1014.3 millibars as 143. In Figure
8.1 the pressure is 1010.5 millibars.

8.3. Isobars

When plotting of the meteorological observations is completed, the
forecaster then proceeds with the synopsis and analysis of the chart.
The first step is to draw on the isobars - lines along which the
pressure is the same. They are of the same nature as height
contours on a geographical map. Usually, they are drawn at
intervals of 2 or 4 millibars. By definition, isobars can never cross
each other (see Figure 8.2).
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Figure 8.2. Isobars on a synoptic chart

The meteorologist in drawing isobars has an additional aid in the
plotted wind directions of each station. Recalling lesson 3, it is the
rotation of the Earth which deflects moving air on course from high
to low pressure. Thus, in the northern hemisphere, the lower
pressure is to the left of the wind, the higher pressure is to the right.
This is reversed in the southern hemisphere. The stronger the
winds, the closer the isobars.
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8.4. Isobaric patterns 
 
The completed isobars usually reveal a few standard patterns. A set 
of curved isobars surrounding an area of low pressure reveals a 
depression, with the wind in the northern hemisphere blowing 
anticlockwise around its centre. A set of curved isobars surrounding 
a high pressure reveals an anticyclone, with the winds in the 
northern hemisphere blowing clockwise around its centre. Open V-
shaped isobars with low pressure inside delineates a trough of low 
pressure; high pressure inside the formation is called a ridge of high 
pressure. A col is the indefinite isobar configuration between two 
highs and two lows arranged alternately, and has no particular type 
of weather associated with it other than light winds. Some of these 
patterns can be seen in Figure 8.3. 
 

Figure 8.3. Isobaric patterns 
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8.5. Isobaric structure of frontal depressions

The nature of frontal depressions was discussed in lesson 6. A
depression, as its name implies, is a region of low barometric
pressure and appears on the synoptic chart as a set of closed
curved isobars with winds circulating anticlockwise in the northern
hemisphere, clockwise in the southern hemisphere. The warm and
cold fronts associated with depressions bring with them
characteristically unsettled weather. Depressions vary from between
200 and 2,000 miles in diameter; they may be deep when pressure
at their centre is very low and the isobars are tightly packed, or
shallow when less well developed.

A depression develops like the propagation of a wave in water.
Initially, a uniform boundary or front exists between cold air pushing
southwards and warm air pushing northwards. A wave-shaped
distortion may appear on the front, and a small low pressure centre
develops at the crest of the wave. In the immediately surrounding
area the pressure begins to fall. A disturbance of this kind is called a
wave depression. As the “wave” develops, a warm sector of air
forms, bounded by the warm and cold fronts, which begins to tie
over the engulfing cold air. Both the warm and cold fronts originate
from the centre of the depression. On the ground, sudden changes
in the wind direction may be experienced when fronts pass by.

Wave depressions can grow off the tail ends of primary cold fronts.
The depression so formed is then called a secondary depression.
New centres may also develop at the point of occlusion within the
primary depression. The secondary system can then become the
main system, and the primary occluded front becomes caught up in
the developing circulation, effectively becoming a third front.
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Questions

a) Indicate on the figure below by annotation what each of the
meteorological symbols means. A set of descriptions of
meteorological symbols is provided below.

b) Describe the weather at this meteorological station.

c) Remembering that winds blow nearly parallel to isobars (lines of
equal pressure), crossing them at a small angle towards low
pressure , draw in the isobars in the synoptic chart provided with this
lesson at 4 millibars spacing (i.e. 996, 1000, 1004, 1008 etc.).

d) Mark the position of any low or high pressure centres. What sort
of weather system is present?

e) By noting changes in temperature and wind direction, and the
general weather conditions at the meteorological stations, indicate
on the chart the positions of any fronts you think might be present.
Say whether they are warm, cold or occluded fronts.

f) For station X provide a 12 hour weather forecast. Assume that the
current reading has been taken at 9 am.
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Meteorological symbols for question a)
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Notes for Teachers 
 
 
After lesson 8, students should understand: 
 
• = the meaning of meteorological symbols; 
• = the use of isobars on a synoptic chart; 
• = the construction of a synoptic chart and the identification of 

isobaric patterns; 
• = the isobaric structure of frontal depressions. 
 
Answers to questions 
 
a) The meteorological symbols are annotated in the figure below. 

 
b) Wind is from the northwest at 25 knots (29 mph or Beaufort force 
6); current temperature is 17°C; current pressure is 998.8 millibars; 
current weather is rain; cloud cover is full; dew point is 8°C; weather 
at last reading was shower. 
 
c), d) and e)  The completed synoptic chart is reproduced below. 
The isobaric pattern represents a classic warm and cold front 
depression. Students should first attempt to draw in the isobars 
using the information on atmospheric pressure provided for each 
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meteorological station. Then, using their knowledge gained from the 
Information Sheet and the additional meteorological information from 
the chart (e.g. temperature, weather, wind speed and direction), they 
should mark in the position of the warm and cold fronts. 
 
f) Station X currently lies in the warm sector of air between the warm 
and cold fronts. The present temperature is 12°C and the pressure 
is 1004.8 millibars. The sky is 6/8 overcast and the showers at the 
previous reading have ceased. Wind is 20 knots (23 mph) from the 
south. By midday the cold front will pass overhead accompanied by 
a band of heavy rain, possibly with some hail. During the few hours 
after the cold front has passed eastwards, the wind will veer to the 
southwest and the temperature will drop. The afternoon and evening 
will have sunny spells with the likelihood of intermittent squally 
showers in the colder unstable air. 
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Information Sheet

9.1. Average weather

The weather at any place changes daily, sometimes hourly. Climate
is most simply expressed as the average weather over a period of
several years. As for weather, it is convenient to measure climate
quantitatively, by using average temperature, average pressure,
average rainfall and so on. Averages may be calculated monthly,
yearly or over a number of years. Sometimes it is also helpful to know
climatic extremes. Two places in different parts of the world  may
have the same average yearly temperature, but different ranges
throughout the year. Manchester (UK) and Warsaw (Poland) have
similar annual averages, but the yearly average temperature range
for Warsaw is twice as large as that for Manchester, with much colder
winters and warmer summers.

9.2. Seasons

Climatic differences throughout the world are caused in the first
instance by the differing amounts of solar radiation received at
different parts of the Earth and at different times of the year. More
solar radiation is received nearer the equator than near the poles
where the angle of incidence of radiance is greater (see Figure 9.1).
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Figure 9.1. Solar radiation at the Earth's surface

During the course of the Earth's orbit around the Sun (a year), the
angle of maximum incidence of the Sun at the Earth's surface
changes.  This is due to the tilt of the Earth's orbit, 23.5°  from the
perpendicular. Warmest temperatures at a particular location on the
Earth occur when that location is tilted towards the Sun - during the
summer. Winter occurs when that part of the Earth's surface is tilted
away from the Sun (see Figure 9.2). Consequently, summer and
winter occur at opposite times of the year in the northern and
southern hemispheres. Near the equator, the angle of incidence of
solar radiation remains high throughout the year and seasonal
patterns of temperature are not evident.

Figure 9.2. The seasons
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9.3. General circulation of the atmosphere

If solar radiation were the only factor affecting climate, all places at
the same latitude would have the same average temperature.
However, the world-wide systems of winds which transport warm and
cold air very great distances away from the source regions, influence
significantly the climates of the world. The average world-wide wind
system is called the general circulation of the atmosphere.

The general global movement of air occurs according to the same
physical principles discussed in lesson 3. Air is heated and rises at
the equator where the highest levels of solar radiation occur. Surface
air from sub-tropical regions blows equatorward to replace the rising
air, much as for a sea breeze in coastal areas. The rising air spreads
outwards and descends at higher latitudes, completing the circulation
of air movement (see Figure 9.3). This circulation is called a Hadley
Cell.

Although the physical reality of Hadley Cells has been questioned,
they provide an excellent means for describing the way in which heat
is transported across the Earth by the movement of air. Other
circulation cells exist in the mid-latitudes and polar regions. The
general circulation serves to transport heat energy from warm
equatorial regions to colder temperate and polar regions. Without
such latitudinal redistribution of heat, the equator would continue to
heat up whilst the poles would continue to cool down.

The effect of the Earth's rotation is to cause winds to swing to their
right in the northern hemisphere, and to their left in the southern
hemisphere. Thus the equatorward movement of air swings to form
the northeast and southeast trade wind of tropical regions; poleward
moving air forms the westerlies associated with the belt of low
pressure systems at about 50 to 60o north and south (see Figure 9.3).
Where air is found to descend, high pressure develops, for example
at sub-tropical latitudes and near the poles. Where air is rising,
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atmospheric pressure is low, as at the equator and in the mid-
latitudes where frontal systems develop.

Figure 9.3. Idealised global airflow and Hadley cells

9.4. The effect of land and sea

Of course, the simple picture of global air movement sketched in
Figure 9.3 is complicated by the position of continents and oceans.
Land surfaces react quickly to radiation gain and loss, becoming
warm in summer, cold in winter. The oceans react far more slowly
and during the summer they are cooler than the adjoining land, whilst
in summer they are warmer.

This effect of the Earth's surface is to produce relatively high pressure
over cold areas and low pressure over warmer ones, producing large
modifications to the wind belts. During winter, for example, a large
anticyclone develops over Asia, centred on Siberia where
temperatures can fall to -40oC. A weaker winter anticyclone develops
over north America. In the northern hemisphere average pressure is
low at middle and high latitudes, where the Icelandic and Aleutian
Lows in the North Atlantic and North Pacific oceans develop
respectively (see Figure 9.4).
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Figure 9.4 Global isobaric patterns for January and July

January

July

In summer, the landmasses warm up, and the winter high pressure
over Asia is replaced by a large low pressure system, centred over
northern India. The Icelandic and Aleutian Lows weaken and the
subtropical highs become stronger. During all seasons there is a belt
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of relatively low pressure near the equator where the air is rising, but
this tends to swing northward and southward with the seasonal
changes. The subtropical oceanic high pressure cells tend to swing
likewise. Similar but reverse pressure differences occur in the
southern hemisphere, although less pronounced than in the northern
hemisphere because of the absence of really large land masses. In
particular, a continuous belt of low pressure circumnavigates the
globe at high latitudes.

The build up of high and low pressure systems as described affects
the simple pattern of winds shown in Figure 9.3. Most noticeably, a
southwesterly monsoon develops in the Indian Ocean, blowing
towards the low pressure over Asia, during the northern hemisphere
summer (see Figure 9.5). In winter, this is replaced by a north to
north-easterly airstream.

Figure 9.5. Global wind patterns for January and July

January
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July

9.5. Global distribution of temperature and rainfall

Average temperature is approximately halfway between the averages
of day maximum and night minimum temperatures. In January,
lowest temperatures occur over the northern continents, Siberia and
northern Canada, where the excess of radiation loss to radiation
receipt is greatest. The North Pacific and North Atlantic are warm and
the prevailing westerlies carry warmth to the adjacent land,
particularly into Europe. Eastern coastal areas, on the other hand,
have prevailing winds from the cold continental interiors and are
much colder than at corresponding latitudes on western coasts. The
warmest areas are the land masses of the southern hemisphere,
particularly South Africa and Australia.

In July, the northern continents  are strongly heated. The hottest
temperatures are the desert areas of the Sahara, Arabia, northwest
India and California with average temperatures well in excess of
30oC. Whilst equatorial regions receive the most solar radiation, they
are somewhat cooler than the deserts of the sub-tropical, since
considerable energy is consumed in evaporating the abundant
moisture that precipitates there. Global yearly average temperatures
are shown in Figure 9.6.
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Figure 9.6. Global average temperatures January and July

January

July
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The highest rainfall totals occur near the equator; this is to be
expected because the air here is rising, and being warm, is capable
of storing considerable amounts of water vapour. Most of the rainfall
in the tropical belt is thus convective, with prolonged heavy showers
and frequent thunderstorms. At very high latitudes, precipitation is
low because air is too cold to contain much water vapour. The
subtropical high pressure belts are regions of very low rainfall, due
to stable atmospheric conditions associated with descending air.
The northern temperate mid latitudes have moderate rainfall, much
of it frontal in nature, which diminishes into the interiors of North
America and Asia. Rainfall, too, shifts with the north-south
movement of the Sun and the seasons, particularly the equatorial
rainbelt. Global yearly average is shown in Figure 9.7.

Figure 9.7. Global yearly average precipitation
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Questions

a) How does climate differ from weather?

b) List the main factors that influence the climate of a particular
region.

c) Describe how and why Hadley Cells form and explain the idealised
global wind system in Figure 9.3 of the Information Sheet.

d) Explain how the distribution of continents and oceans affects
climate.

e) Explain the distribution of rainfall around the world in Figure 9.7 of
the Information Sheet.
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Notes for Teachers

After lesson 9, students should understand:

• that climate is "average weather";

• the effect of seasons on climates in different parts of the world;

• the general circulation of the atmosphere and its effect on climate;

• the climatic influences of land and sea;

• the global isobaric, wind, temperature and precipitation patterns.

Answers to Questions

a) Whilst weather describes the conditions temperature, pressure,
sunshine, cloudiness, precipitation and wind, climate is the average
weather over a period of several years.

b) The most important factor influencing the climate of a particular
location is how much solar radiation it receives, particularly how much
it receives per unit area. This is determined by the latitude. Areas in
higher latitudes receive less solar radiation per unit area, and are
therefore likely to be colder, particularly in winter, since seasonal
differences are greater at this time. The climate of a particular region
will also be influenced by the effect of the global wind system and the
distribution of land and sea in that area.

c) Hadley Cells form in the same way as sea breezes (lesson 3).
Most solar radiation is received at the equator. Air here is heated by
the surface and rises before dispersing north and south. This air
releases considerable energy through condensation and precipitation,
and descends again at about latitudes 30o north and south. Some of
this air returns along the surface towards the equator, generating the
trade winds, whilst the remainder moves poleward to meet the air
blowing equatorward from the high latitudes. The two air masses
meet in the mid latitudes to generate the frontal systems, forcing the
warm tropical air to rise. Because the Earth is rotating, the movement
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of air is deflected, to the right in the northern hemisphere, and to the
left in the southern hemisphere. The resulting idealised atmospheric
circulation is sketched in Figure 9.3 of the Information Sheet.

d) Because the continents heat up and cool down much faster than
the oceans, this has considerable influence on global climatic
patterns. The centre of large continents such as Asia experience
large ranges of temperature between summer and winter. Nearer
coastal regions the affect of the ocean modulates the seasonal
changes in temperature. In the UK, average summer temperatures
are only about 10oC warmer than those of winter.

e) Highest levels of precipitation are to be found near the equator.
Here, the immense masses of rising air are cooled, generating large
thunderstorms and frequent heavy downpours. Nearly all of the rain
in these regions is convective. Some areas may receive over
2500mm (100 inches) in a year. In sub-tropical latitudes, particularly
in Africa and Australia, the descending air prevents the occurrence of
much precipitation. Sometimes, droughts can last for several years
and annual average rainfall is barely 250mm. Higher levels of
precipitation occur in the mid-latitudes where frontal systems are
generated. Although summertime rain in these areas can be
convective, the majority of precipitation throughout the year is frontal
in nature. Precipitation amounts drop off further into the interior of the
large continents, far away from the large oceanic water sources. Low
levels of precipitation occur again in the polar regions where absolute
humid levels are too low to permit the generation of significant
precipitation amounts.
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Information Sheet

10.1. Desert climates

Deserts are areas where the rainfall is too low to sustain any
vegetation at all, or only very scanty scrub. The rainfall in desert
areas is less than 25 mm or 10 inches per year, and some years
may experience no rainfall at all. The hot deserts are situated in the
subtropical high pressure belts where there is unbroken sunshine for
the whole year. Such areas include the Sahara, Saudi Arabia, large
parts of Iran and Iraq, northwest India, California, South Africa and

much of Australia. Here, maximum temperatures of 40 to 45°C are

common, although during colder periods of the year, night-time
temperatures can drop to freezing or below due to the exceptional
radiation loss under the skies.

Figure 10.1. Desert climate
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The Gobi desert in Mongolia is an example of a cool desert. Though
hot in summer, it shares the very cold winters of central Asia. The
Arctic and Antarctic regions, too, receive very little precipitation
during the year, owing to the exceptionally cold air, but are more
usually classified as types of polar climate. Semi-desert areas
include the Steppes of southern Russia and central Asia, and the
Parries of Canada.

10.2. Tropical climates

Much of the equatorial belt experiences hot and humid weather.
There is abundant rainfall due to the active convection of air that
takes place there, and during certain periods, thunderstorms can
occur every day. Nevertheless, this belt still receives considerable
sunshine, and with the excessive precipitation, provides ideal
growing conditions for luxuriant vegetation. The principal regions
with an equatorial climate are the Amazon Basin in Brazil, the
Congo Basin in West Africa and Indonesia.

Figure 10.2. Tropical climate
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Because a substantial part of the Sun’s heat is used up in

evaporation, temperatures in the tropics rarely exceed 35°C; a

daytime maximum of 32°C is more common. At night the abundant

cloud cover restricts radiation loss, and minimum temperatures fall

no lower than about 22°C. This high level of temperature is

maintained with little variation throughout the year. The seasons, so
far as they do exist, are distinguished not as warm and cold periods
but by variation of rainfall and cloudiness. Greatest rainfall occurs
when the Sun at midday is overhead. On the equator this occurs
twice a year in March and September, and consequently there are
two wet and two dry seasons. Further away from the equator, the
two rainy seasons merge into one, and the climate becomes more
monsoonal, with one wet season and one dry season. In the
northern hemisphere, the wet season occurs from May to July, in the
southern hemisphere from November to February.

10.3. Savannah

Between the wet equatorial belt and the subtropical desert regions
are areas known as Savannahs. They have a single short rainy
season when the Sun is nearly overhead, whilst the rest of the year
is dry. Vegetation consists mostly of scrub and grassland, which
blossoms during the rainy period, and dies off during the prolonged
dry season. Such climates and their associated land types are
common in the Sahel in Northern Africa (south of the Sahara), large
parts of India and parts of northern Australia.
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Figure 10.3. Savannah

10.4. Temperate climates

Temperate climates are those without extremes of temperature and
precipitation. The changes between summer and winter are
invigorating without being frustratingly extreme. There are two types
of temperate climate: maritime and continental. The maritime climate
is strongly influenced by the oceans, which maintain fairly steady
temperatures across the seasons. Since the prevailing winds are
westerly in the temperate zones, the western edge of continents in
these areas experience most commonly the maritime climate. Such
regions include western Europe, in particular the UK, and western

North America at latitudes between 40 and 60° north.

Continentality increases inland, with warmer summers and colder
winters as the effect of land on radiation receipt and loss increases.
This is particularly true in North America, where the north-south
aligned Rocky Mountains act as a climate barrier to the mild
maritime air blowing from the west. Maritime climate, on the other
hand, penetrates further into Europe where the major mountain
range - the Alps - is orientated east-west.
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Figure 10.4. Temperate climate

10.5. Polar climates

The polar regions are perpetually covered by snow and ice
throughout the year. In these high latitude parts of the world, the
Sun is never high enough in the sky to cause appreciable melting
and the temperature rarely rises above freezing. During the long
polar nights, which last six months at the poles, temperature can fall
to extremely low values. The lowest ever temperature occurred in

Antarctica, where a value of -88°C was recorded.

Figure 10.5. Polar climate
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The north polar region includes the ice-covered Arctic ocean, the
Greenland continent and much of northern Canada and northern
Siberia. In the southern hemisphere, the vast mountainous continent
of Antarctic is covered by snow and compacted ice several
kilometres thick.

10.6. Mediterranean climates

The Mediterranean climate is a special type of climate that describes
a regime of hot summer drought and mid winter rain in the mid
latitudes, north of the subtropical highs. This climate occurs most
noticeably in the regions around the Mediterranean, from where the
climate gets its name, but also in coastal areas of California, South
Africa and southern parts of Australia.

In summer, the high pressure belts drift northwards in the northern
hemisphere, southwards in the southern hemisphere, They are
coincident with substantially higher temperatures and little rainfall.
During the winter, the high pressure belts drift equatorward, and
substantial rainfall occurs. Whist usually mild, such areas can
experience cold snaps when exposed to the icy winds of the large
continental interiors.
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Questions

Describe the type of climate expected at each of the following
countries (Refer to Figure 9.4 to 9.7 of Information sheet 9.)

a) Brazil
b) Chad
c) Ireland
d) Greenland
e) Saudi Arabia
f) Greece
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Notes for Teachers

After lesson 10, students should understand:

• The different types of climate that exist around the world (desert,
savannah, tropical, temperate, Mediterranean, polar).

Answers to Questions

For each country, students should identify the type of climate it
experiences and determine the winter and summer temperature,
and the annual precipitation from Figures 9.6 and 9.7 of lesson 9.

a) Brazil - tropical climate
b) Chad - savannah
c) Ireland - maritime temperate
d) Greenland - polar
e) Saudi Arabia - desert
f) Greece - Mediterranean
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Information Sheet

11.1. A temperate climate

The British climate is temperate, with no extremes of temperature
and rainfall. Winters are usually fairly mild under the influence of the
Gulf Stream, whilst summers are neither oppressively hot nor

frustratingly cool. The average annual temperature is about 10°C,

with a summer and winter average of approximately 15°C and 5°C
respectively. The British climate is dominated by the tracks of frontal
depressions which form in the Mid-Atlantic and pass across into
Europe, bringing rain and frequent bad spells of weather.

11.2. Air masses

A number of principal air masses that affect Britain have been
identified, bringing with them characteristic patterns of weather. The
more common air masses are shown in Figure 11.1. These air
masses are defined according to both their region of origin and their
course travelled. Air from Arctic regions, for example, is classified as
maritime arctic (mA). This air mass originates in the Arctic and
travels across the relatively warm stretch of the North Sea. Maritime
tropical air (mT), on the other hand, originates near the Gulf of
Mexico and travels across the warm Atlantic before arriving in
Britain. Other air masses include maritime polar (mP), continental
polar (cP) and continental tropical (cT) (see Figure 11.1).
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Figure 11.1. Air masses affecting Britain

11.3. Maritime climate

On an annual basis, the most frequent airflow is maritime, including
polar and tropical air masses. When both cyclonic (low pressure)
and anticyclonic subtypes are considered, maritime airflow accounts
for a quarter of all climate patterns experienced in Britain, reaching a
maximum of 35% during December and January. Maritime tropical
air is mild in winter. In summer it is cloudy and rather cool but humid.
When associated with frontal depressions rain is usually abundant;
with anticyclones or high-pressure ridges, settled weather with warm
sunny spells.

Maritime polar air streams produce cool, showery weather at all
seasons, especially on windward coasts. The air has tracked over a
relatively warm sea and becomes unstable as its lower layers are
heated. Frequently during the passage of frontal depressions over
Britain, a flow of maritime tropical air is followed by maritime polar
air as the cold front passes. After a brief interlude of sunshine
following the downpour of the cold front, frequent showers,
associated with the moist unstable air may develop. These may be
of snow during the winter months.
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11.4. Continental climate

Continental polar air in winter is very cold and temperatures
associated with this air stream are usually well below average. The
air mass is basically very dry and stable but a track over the central
part of the North Sea supplies sufficient heat and moisture to cause
showers, often in the form of snow, over eastern England and
Scotland. During summer, the airflow is usually warm, since even
northern parts of Europe experience high temperatures during this
time of year.

Continental tropical air reaches Britain from the Sahara; it is dry and
in summer gives rise to heat waves, particularly in the southeast.
The lower layers are stable, often capped by a temperature
inversion, under which haze may build up. Sometimes, instability
develops above the temperature inversion, giving rise to
thunderstorms. In winter it gives pleasant mild weather.

11.5. Spatial variations in the British climate

The preceding sections described the general airflow that influences
Britain, and the general patterns of climate that are experienced.
Nevertheless, there are differences in the degree of oceanicity or
continentality of the climate in particular areas. Figure 11.2 shows
the January and July surface temperature isotherms (lines of equal
temperature) for Britain. Coldest temperatures during the winter
occur in eastern Scotland and England. The temperature isotherms
are orientated north-south, and reveal the warming influence of the
maritime tropical airstream to the western half of Britain. The eastern
half of Britain experiences greater continentality. In summer, the
isotherms are orientated east-west and temperature variations due
to latitudinal differences of solar radiation receipt are more evident,
with highest temperatures in the south.
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The British climate can be divided into four quarters, as shown in 
Figure 11.3. The northwest quarter is characterised by mild winters 
and cool summers, the northeast by cold winters and cool summers. 
The southwest experiences mild winters and warm summers, the 
southeast cold winters and warm summers. During winter, the 
western half of Britain experiences a more maritime climate, whilst 
the east receives influence from the cold air streams from the 
continent. In summer, climatic differences are more dominated by 
latitude. 
 

 
Figure 11.2. January and July temperatures in Britain (degrees Celsius) 
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Figure 11.3. The climate of Britain

Figure 11.4 shows the general pattern of precipitation in Britain. The
western half, and in particular the higher ground, receives
considerable rainfall, most of it frontal, but augmented by orographic
uplift. Parts of highland Scotland can receive over 250 cm or 100
inches of precipitation per year. Precipitation amounts fall further to
the east, particularly in the southeast of England, where certain
areas may receive only 50 cm or 20 inches per year. The east of
England, and to a lesser extent Scotland, lie in the rain shadow of
the Welsh mountains, the Lake District and the Scottish Highlands.
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Figure 11.4. Yearly precipitation in Britain
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Questions

a) From the synoptic chart below determine which air masses are
affecting Britain.

b) What is the principal influence of climate in Britain during the
summer?

c) What is the principal influence of climate in Britain during the
winter?

d) Determine from Figures 11.2 and 11.4 of the Information Sheet
what type of climate, as defined in lesson 10, Britain has.

e) Explain why it rains more in the west than in the east of Britain.
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Notes for Teachers

After lesson 11, students should understand:

• that Britain experiences a temperate climate;

• the different air masses that influence the climate of Britain;

• the differences between maritime temperate and continental
temperate climates;

• the special variations in the British climate (temperature and
precipitation).

Answers to Questions

a) The air masses affecting Britain in question a) are shown in the
chart below.

b) Differences in the amount of solar radiation received at varying
latitudes is the principal influence of summertime climate in Britain.
Temperature isotherms are orientated roughly east-west.
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c) The influence of the Atlantic Ocean and the warm air associated
with the Gulf Stream is more significant during wintertime in Britain.
Temperature isotherms are orientated roughly north-south.

d) The British climate is temperate. Continentality is greatest in the
summer and in the south-eastern quadrant of the country whilst
oceanicity is dominant in winter and in the western half of the
country.

e) Precipitation levels are greater in the west of Britain for two
reasons. Firstly, the west is closer to the abundant water source of
the Atlantic Ocean. Secondly, the hills and mountains on the
western side of the British Isles (Dartmoor, Exmoor, the Welsh
Mountains, the Pennines, the Lake District and the Scottish
Mountains) will generate considerable orographic uplift, intensifying
cooling, condensation and precipitation. The eastern half of Britain,
particularly southeastern England but also Scotland lies in a rain
shadow.
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Information Sheet

12.1. The greenhouse effect

The types of radiation transfer and nature of the greenhouse effect
are explained in detail in lesson 1. Here, an overview is included in
the context of climate change. The Sun emits energy in the form of
visible light and ultra-violet (UV) radiation, which travels towards the
Earth. Some of this energy is absorbed by the atmosphere and
some is reflected by the clouds back into space. The rest heats the
Earth’s surface. The Earth is much cooler than the Sun and re-
radiates this heat as infra-red (IR) radiation. Some of this IR
radiation is trapped by greenhouse gases in the atmosphere,
making the Earth warmer than it would be without an atmosphere.
This is called the greenhouse effect, and is shown in Figure 12.1.

Figure 12.1: Representation of the greenhouse effect.
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12.2. The enhanced greenhouse effect

Increasing the concentrations of the greenhouse gases will make
the natural greenhouse effect more powerful. Some of mankind’s
activities have resulted in an increase in the amount of greenhouse
gases in the atmosphere. These extra greenhouse gases are
trapping more of the heat trying to escape from the Earth and this is
causing the atmosphere, and consequently the Earth’s surface, to
heat up. So what is commonly called the greenhouse effect is really
the increase of the natural greenhouse effect due to human
pollution, and should be called the “enhanced” greenhouse effect.

12.3. The key greenhouse gases and their main sources.

Man-made emissions of greenhouse gases come from a variety of
sources including the burning of coal, oil and gas (the fossil fuels),
destruction of the world’s forests, vehicle exhausts fumes and
aerosols. Carbon dioxide (CO2) is released when fossil fuels are
burnt, and also through the destruction of the world’s forests.
Although CO2 is not the most powerful greenhouse gas it has the
greatest concentration in the atmosphere after water vapour. Since
1765, its concentration has increased by 27%. Methane (CH4)
emissions come mainly from modern farming methods, but also from
coal mining, natural gas production and waste landfill sites. Methane
concentrations have increased over 100% since 1765. Nitrous oxide
(N2O) emissions come from the productions of fertilisers, nylon,
chemicals and the burning of fossil fuels. Chlorofluorocarbons
(CFCs) are used in air conditioning units, plastic foams and aerosol
cans. CFCs are very powerful greenhouse gases compared to CO2.
Even though the concentrations of CFCs in the Earth’s atmosphere
are very small, their total effect is significant, because they trap
much more radiation than CO2. CFCs also destroy the ozone layer.
Water vapour (H2O) is the most abundant greenhouse gas. It plays
a role in maintaining a stable temperature on Earth through the
production of clouds.
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12.4. Temperature trends 
 
Temperature records show the Earth has warmed by 0.6°C during 
the 20th century. This is shown in Figure 12.2. 
 

 
Figure 12.2: Global average temperatures 1861 to 1995 relative to 1951-

1980 average. 

 
Temperature varies naturally from decade to decade and even from 
century to century. How can one be certain that the rise in 
temperature that is now occurring is due to mankind’s enhancing of 
the Earth’s natural greenhouse effect and not due to natural 
changes in the climate? 
 
Scientists use computer models to simulate man-made climate 
change. The results show that the warming over the past 100 years 
is most likely to be due to mankind, and that if we continue to emit 
greenhouse gases at the present rate the Earth will continue to 
warm by 1.5°C every 50 years. This does not sound like much, but it 
is useful to remember that the Earth warmed by only 5°C at the end 
of the last ice age; this warming took several thousands of years. 
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12.5. Reducing the threat of global warming 
 
Most greenhouse gases stay in the atmosphere for many tens of 
years and continue to affect the climate long after being released. If 
emissions of greenhouse gases stopped today, those already in the 
atmosphere would continue to affect the climate. 
 
The effects of climate change could have serious impacts on the 
world. Sea levels may rise, affecting many low-lying coastal regions. 
Changes in the amount of rainfall will affect agriculture. The most at 
risk will be those least able to adapt to changes. To minimise these 
impacts, we must reduce emissions of the greenhouse gases. 
 
There is much uncertainty about how climate change will affect us, 
but scientists and governments believe that we must start reducing 
greenhouse emissions now. The Framework Convention on Climate 
Change (FCCC) represented a first step to achieve this goal. Signed 
in June 1992 at the Rio Earth Summit, by 162 Governments, the 
FCCC aimed to reduce greenhouse gas emissions to 1990 levels by 
the year 2000. In 1997, Governments drew up the Kyoto Protocol 
which now commits nations to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 
5% from 1990 levels by the year 2012. 
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Questions 
 
 
a) From the graph below estimate the average global surface 
temperature change due to: 
 
i. a doubling of carbon dioxide concentrations in the atmosphere. 
ii. a trebling of carbon dioxide concentrations in the atmosphere. 

 
b) At present, the atmospheric concentration of CO2 is increasing by 
1.5 ppm every year. If all the global warming was due to CO2 alone, 
how long would it take for the Earth to warm 2.0°C. (Assume that the 
present concentration of CO2 is 350 ppm and the rate of increase 
remains at 1.5 ppm per year.) 
 
c) In fact, increases in carbon dioxide concentrations account for 
about 60% of global warming. List some other main greenhouse 
gases. 
 
Which are natural? 
Which are man-made? 
 
d) List some of the things we can do to reduce emissions of 
greenhouse gases. 
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e) The data below (and continued overleaf) show annual average 
temperature and precipitation for Manchester Airport in the UK. On 
graph paper plot the data and determine whether there has been 
any significant change in climate. How do the temperature changes 
in Manchester compare with the global trend? 
 

Year Annual average 
temperature 

(Celsius) 

Annual total 
precipitation 
(millimetres) 

1951 9.09 1028 
1952 8.88 856 
1953 9.88 772 
1954 9.05 1213 
1955 9.28 684 
1956 8.84 654 
1957 9.97 889 
1958 9.39 1071 
1959 10.77 691 
1960 9.86 1018 
1961 9.84 936 
1962 8.56 802 
1963 8.54 769 
1964 9.40 810 
1965 8.99 997 
1966 9.50 1073 
1967 9.58 943 
1968 9.41 938 
1969 9.24 909 
1970 9.67 902 
1971 9.91 711 
1972 9.34 848 
1973 9.75 895 
1974 9.67 905 
1975 9.98 710 
1976 10.11 673 
1977 9.48 836 
1978 9.49 756 
1979 8.84 822 
1980 9.62 873 
1981 9.24 1035 
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Year Annual average 
temperature 

(Celsius) 

Annual total 
precipitation 
(millimetres) 

1982 10.03 776 
1983 10.04 893 
1984 9.91 743 
1985 9.11 679 
1986 8.85 840 
1987 9.25 913 
1988 9.75 797 
1989 10.35 715 
1990 10.46 800 
1991 9.69 577 
1992 9.84 881 
1993 9.41 779 
1994 10.13 916 
1995 10.66 665 
1996 9.40 656 
1997 10.74 766 
1998 10.21 924 
1999 10.32 840 
2000 10.18 1106 
2001 10.02 799 
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Notes for Teachers 
 
 
After lesson 12, students should understand: 
 
• = the nature of the Earth’s greenhouse effect; 
• = the cause of the enhanced greenhouse effect; 
• = the key greenhouse gases and their main sources; 
• = the temperature trends of the last 140 years; 
• = international commitments to reduce the threat of global warming. 
 
Answers to Questions 
 
a) From the graph below it can be seen that a doubling of CO2 will 

lead to a 2.5°C global warming whilst a trebling of CO2 will result 
in a 4°C global warming. 

 

b) The atmospheric concentration of CO2 must rise to about 610 
ppm for a 2°C global warming. If the annual rate of increase is 1.5 
ppm, this increase (from 350 ppm) will take about 173 years. In 
reality, the rate of increase of CO2 in the atmosphere is likely to 
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increase unless measures are taken to halt the rate of emissions. In 
addition, other greenhouse gases contribute about 40% to the global 
warming, so a 2°C temperature rise is likely to occur a lot sooner. 

c) The other greenhouse gases include methane, nitrous oxide and 
chlorofluorocarbons or CFCs. Of these, only the CFCs are wholly 
man-made. They first entered the atmosphere in the 1930’s when 
their potential as refrigerants and coolants was recognised. 
Molecule for molecule, they are several thousand times stronger at 
trapping infra-red radiation than CO2 so despite their very low 
concentrations, they are now accounting for about 20% of the global 
warming. 

d) This question can be treated as a class discussion. The central 
theme should be the reduction of CO2 by increasing energy 
efficiency and energy saving. Some of the ideas that can be 
included are: 
 
• = draught proofing in homes; 
• = turning down the thermostat; 
• = loft insulation; 
• = using energy efficient lighting; 
• = using public transport instead of the car. 
 
e) The time series graphs for annual temperature and precipitation 
in Manchester, UK are shown below. Students should use the data 
from the table to draw these graphs. Encourage your students to 
draw in trend lines demonstrating any real changes in climate. Since 
the early 1960s there does appear to have been some warming, 
although the warmest year in the series is 1959. There appears to 
be little or no obvious trend in annual precipitation. 
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